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This handout covers basic operations in R. Specifically, we discuss how to create,

import, and export data and perform basic analyses. We begin by noting that R performs

basic calculations as expected; for example, we can confirm that

(−1 + 3) × 2

0.25
− 42 = 0

using

> (-1 + 3) * 2/0.25 - 4^2

[1] 0

The results of this operation are not saved. To store the results, we need to use the assignment

operator <- and specify a name for the result:

> a <- (-1 + 3) * 2/0.25 - 4^2

> a

[1] 0

Note that, when you store the result, the value is not given; instead, you have to call for the

value by typing the name of the stored variable.

Creating a vector is similar to creating a scalar. First, we can join or concatenate

several values together

> b <- c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

We can also use a colon to get a range of values, counted by 1

> b1 <- 1:5

> b1
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[1] 1 2 3 4 5

The sequence function can create arbitrary sequences. To find out how to use this function,

we can type ?seq to learn the syntax. To count to ten by two, we use

> seq(from = 2, to = 10, by = 2)

[1] 2 4 6 8 10

> seq(by = 2, from = 2, to = 10)

[1] 2 4 6 8 10

> seq(from = 2, to = 10, length = 5)

[1] 2 4 6 8 10

> seq(2, 10, 2)

[1] 2 4 6 8 10

> seq(2, 10, 5)

[1] 2 7

Note that we do not need to specify the names of the variables inside the function call if

we put them in the default order. The order does not matter if we do specify the variables’

names inside the function. A similar function repeats a value several times

> c <- rep(1, times = 5)

> c1 <- rep(c(0, 1), 5)

We can ask for the length of a vector, an operation that is very useful for determining

the number of observations, for example

> length(b)

[1] 5

We can perform a logical test of whether each element in b is the same as the corresponding

element in b1. R treats a FALSE result as being 0 and a TRUE result as 1, so we can count

the number of matches between these vectors by summing the true and false values.
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> b == b1

[1] TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

> sum(b == b1)

[1] 5

We know that b and c are not the same, though they do share elements—but which ones?

> b == c

[1] TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

> which(b %in% c)

[1] 1

Multiplying vectors in R does not follow typical conventions, but does make calcu-

lations much easier. Firstly, multiplying two vectors of the same length performs pairwise

multiplication and returns a vector of equal length. The dot product of two vectors would

be the sum of the R multiplication

> b * b1

[1] 1 4 9 16 25

> sum(b * b1)

[1] 55

Actual matrix multiplication is performed using %*%. The dot product follows b · b = b′ × b,

which can be calculated using matrix multiplication or the function crossprod

> t(b) %*% b

[,1]

[1,] 55

> crossprod(b, b)

[,1]

[1,] 55
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The function tcrossprod calculates b× b′

> b %*% t(b)

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]

[1,] 1 2 3 4 5

[2,] 2 4 6 8 10

[3,] 3 6 9 12 15

[4,] 4 8 12 16 20

[5,] 5 10 15 20 25

> d <- tcrossprod(b, b)

> d

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]

[1,] 1 2 3 4 5

[2,] 2 4 6 8 10

[3,] 3 6 9 12 15

[4,] 4 8 12 16 20

[5,] 5 10 15 20 25

The functions crossprod and tcrossprod are more efficient than matrix multiplication with

a call to the transpose function.

If the vectors’ lengths differ, then the values of the shorter one are recycled until all

values of the longer vector have been multiplied. For example,

> b

[1] 1 2 3 4 5

> c1

[1] 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

> b * c1

[1] 0 2 0 4 0 1 0 3 0 5

R only warns you if the shorter vector is not recycled an integer number of times, i.e., every

element is not multiplied the same number of times. For example,
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> b * rep(c(0, 1), 6)

[1] 0 2 0 4 0 1 0 3 0 5 0 2

The same recycling arises if a matrix is multiplied by a vector. The vector is repeated to

fill a matrix of the same size as the one to be multiplied one column at a time. Then, each

element in one matrix is multiplied by a corresponding element in the other.

> d * c1

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]

[1,] 0 2 0 4 0

[2,] 2 0 6 0 10

[3,] 0 6 0 12 0

[4,] 4 0 12 0 20

[5,] 0 10 0 20 0

Element-by-element multiplication also arises if two conformable matrices are multiplied

together. As you would imagine, using the matrix multiplication operator %*% works as

expected.

Addition can be tricky as well. Adding conformable matrices proceeds obviously.

Adding a vector to a matrix again follows the recycling principle

> d + d

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]

[1,] 2 4 6 8 10

[2,] 4 8 12 16 20

[3,] 6 12 18 24 30

[4,] 8 16 24 32 40

[5,] 10 20 30 40 50

> d + c1

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]

[1,] 1 3 3 5 5

[2,] 3 4 7 8 11

[3,] 3 7 9 13 15

[4,] 5 8 13 16 21

[5,] 5 11 15 21 25
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We are often interested in taking just a subset of elements from a vector. We can

take just the first one, all but the first and last, or the last three

> c1[1]

[1] 0

> c1[2:4]

[1] 1 0 1

> c1[c(2, 3, 4)]

[1] 1 0 1

> c1[-c(1, 10)]

[1] 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

> c1[-c(1, length(c1))]

[1] 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

> c1[c((length(c1) - 2):length(c1))]

[1] 1 0 1

Here, the numbers in brackets don’t refer to values, they refer to the locations or indexes in

the vector.

Recall that we created a matrix d earlier. A matrix has two dimensions—rows and

columns. Indexes here first call the row, then the column

> d

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]

[1,] 1 2 3 4 5

[2,] 2 4 6 8 10

[3,] 3 6 9 12 15

[4,] 4 8 12 16 20

[5,] 5 10 15 20 25

> d[1, 1]
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[1] 1

> d[1, ]

[1] 1 2 3 4 5

> d[, 1]

[1] 1 2 3 4 5

> d[c(1, 2), c(1, 2)]

[,1] [,2]

[1,] 1 2

[2,] 2 4

We can create a matrix starting with a vector, then a call to the matrix function

> matrix(1:20, nrow = 5)

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]

[1,] 1 6 11 16

[2,] 2 7 12 17

[3,] 3 8 13 18

[4,] 4 9 14 19

[5,] 5 10 15 20

Note that the number of columns is inferred and values are placed down each column. An

identity matrix is simple to create

> diag(5)

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]

[1,] 1 0 0 0 0

[2,] 0 1 0 0 0

[3,] 0 0 1 0 0

[4,] 0 0 0 1 0

[5,] 0 0 0 0 1
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If you have the equation

Pb = y,

b is given by solve(P, y). If you omit y and call solve(P), then you get the inverse of P

in return, as the default value for y is the identity matrix.

Now, let’s import some data. We’ll use a 3% sample from the 2006 American Com-

munity Survey conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau. The data are contained in a Stata

file, so we’ll need to load a package capable of reading this file type. Packages need to be

installed using the install.packages() function.

> library(foreign)

We need to tell R where to look for our data. We can check and change the working directory

> getwd()

[1] "/home/cgibbons/Documents/Grad School/Fifth year/ARE 212/Intro to R"

> setwd("./")

Be sure to point R to the correct folder on your system.

The data are stored in a dta file, so we use the function

> X <- read.dta("../Data/Ownership.dta")

Another common form for data is a comma-separated value file, which can be imported using

read.csv(); other choices can be found using ?read.

The first thing to do is to summarize our data

> summary(X)

year statefip ownershd

2006 :89092 California :10243 Owned with mortgage or loan:47818

2000 : 0 Texas : 6766 With cash rent :19344

2001 : 0 New York : 5780 Owned free and clear :17963

2002 : 0 Florida : 5493 N/A : 2353

2003 : 0 Pennsylvania: 3820 No cash rent : 1614

2004 : 0 Illinois : 3762 Owned or being bought : 0

(Other): 0 (Other) :53228 (Other) : 0

hhincome poverty

Min. : -19287 Min. : 0
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1st Qu.: 33003 1st Qu.:171

Median : 60372 Median :321

Mean : 100510 Mean :311

3rd Qu.: 100619 3rd Qu.:501

Max. : 999999 Max. :501

Since the year is the same for every observation, we’ll save some memory and get rid of that

variable

> X <- X[, -c(1)]

Our data matrix isn’t a matrix at all; it’s a data frame

> class(d)

[1] "matrix"

> class(X)

[1] "data.frame"

This structure is more general than a matrix as it allows us to have columns with differ-

ent types of information—numbers, character-valued, or factors (we’ll return to the latter

momentarily). A data frame requires more memory than a matrix, however, so you should

only use one if you need the added flexibility. We could turn these data into a matrix using

as.matrix(X), but this function would turn all of our data into characters, the most flexible

form of the data in our data frame.

We can refer to a column by name by first giving the name of the data frame, then a

dollar sign, then the column name. How many households have income less than 0?

> sum(X$hhincome < 0)

[1] 18

> mean(X$hhincome < 0)

[1] 0.000202

Let’s set these values to 0. We do this by specifying what logical restriction we are considering

(whether a household’s income is negative or not), what to do if this is true (set it to 0), and

what to do otherwise (keep it as it is):
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> X$hhincome <- ifelse(X$hhincome < 0, 0, X$hhincome)

A factor is a classification for an observation. In our case, we have two: the state

and the homeownership status (income and the ratio of income to the poverty line are both

integers)

> class(X$statefip)

[1] "factor"

> class(X$ownershd)

[1] "factor"

Having data in factor form makes many calculations very simple. For example, we can get

the mean of household income by state

> by(X$hhincome, X$statefip, mean)

We could have used any function here (regression analysis might be another example). Notice

that there are some levels of the factor that don’t have any observations—let’s get rid of

those. First, we get a list of all the levels of the factor, then assign the factor to itself, but

request that it drop unused levels.

> levels(X$statefip)

> X$statefip <- X$statefip[, drop = TRUE]

> by(X$hhincome, X$statefip, mean)

Dropping unused levels of your factors can be very important in later analyses. Let’s consider

another case where unused levels can trip us up. We consider only data from California by

requesting all rows that belong to the state of California. We see that all the levels remain

unless we drop the unused values

> Y <- X[X$statefip == "California", ]

> class(Y$statefip)

[1] "factor"

> levels(Y$statefip)
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[1] "Alabama" "Alaska" "Arizona"

[4] "Arkansas" "California" "Colorado"

[7] "Connecticut" "Delaware" "District of Columbia"

[10] "Florida" "Georgia" "Hawaii"

[13] "Idaho" "Illinois" "Indiana"

[16] "Iowa" "Kansas" "Kentucky"

[19] "Louisiana" "Maine" "Maryland"

[22] "Massachusetts" "Michigan" "Minnesota"

[25] "Mississippi" "Missouri" "Montana"

[28] "Nebraska" "Nevada" "New Hampshire"

[31] "New Jersey" "New Mexico" "New York"

[34] "North Carolina" "North Dakota" "Ohio"

[37] "Oklahoma" "Oregon" "Pennsylvania"

[40] "Rhode island" "South Carolina" "South Dakota"

[43] "Tennessee" "Texas" "Utah"

[46] "Vermont" "Virginia" "Washington"

[49] "West Virginia" "Wisconsin" "Wyoming"

> Y$statefip <- Y$statefip[, drop = TRUE]

> levels(Y$statefip)

[1] "California"

Many operations can be memory-intensive, so we should drop any data that we aren’t

using. First, we get a list of all the objects in memory

> ls()

[1] "a" "b" "b1" "c" "c1" "CM" "d"

[8] "embedCM" "parVals" "X" "Y"

then remove ones that we no longer need

> rm(a, b, b1, c, c1, d, X)

> ls()

[1] "CM" "embedCM" "parVals" "Y"

Our Y data frame has column names, but we may want to change them. The names

of the rows and columns are stored in a list.
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> dimnames(Y)

> class(dimnames(Y))

If we access just the second item in the list, the names of the columns, we find that this is

just a character vector. Indeed, a list is an object that can hold any other object (a single

number, a vector, a matrix, a data frame, even another list) in each of its slots.

> class(dimnames(Y)[[2]])

[1] "character"

Notice that we access the elements of a list using a double bracket notation, compared to

the single bracket used to access elements of vectors, matrices, and data frames.

To change the column names, we just assign a new vector to the slot in the dimnames

list

> dimnames(Y)[[2]] <- c("State", "Own. Status", "Income", "Poverty")

Having a column name with a space in it requires us to use quotation marks when calling it

> summary(Y$"Own. Status")

N/A Owned or being bought

228 0

Check mark (owns?) Owned free and clear

0 1268

Owned with mortgage or loan Rented

5383 0

No cash rent With cash rent

135 3229

Let’s create a variable that is 1 if a home is owned, possibly with a mortgage, rented,

with or without payment, and NA, R’s missing value, otherwise. First, create a vector that

is entirely missing, then set the values to 1 for homeowners, then to 0 for renters.

> own <- rep(NA, dim(Y)[1])

> own <- ifelse(Y$"Own. Status" == "Owned free and clear" | Y$"Own. Status" ==

+ "Owned with mortgage or loan", 1, own)

> own <- ifelse(Y$"Own. Status" == "No cash rent" | Y$"Own. Status" ==

+ "With cash rent", 0, own)

> sum(own == 1, na.rm = TRUE)
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[1] 6651

> sum(own == 0, na.rm = TRUE)

[1] 3364

> sum(is.na(own))

[1] 228

Note that we need to tell the sum command to ignore NA values. We can bind this column

to our data set

> Y <- cbind(Y, own)

A simple regression uses the linear model or OLS procedure. Our outcome is the new

indicator or dummy variable that we created as our outcome and we want to predict it using

household income. This simple model is performed using

> regress <- lm(own ~ Income, data = Y)

> summary(regress)

Call:

lm(formula = own ~ Income, data = Y)

Residuals:

Min 1Q Median 3Q Max

-1.416 -0.559 0.268 0.370 0.479

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 5.21e-01 6.46e-03 80.7 <2e-16 ***

Income 1.62e-06 5.25e-08 30.9 <2e-16 ***

---

Signif. codes: 0 âĂŸ***âĂŹ 0.001 âĂŸ**âĂŹ 0.01 âĂŸ*âĂŹ 0.05 âĂŸ.âĂŹ 0.1 âĂŸ âĂŹ 1

Residual standard error: 0.451 on 10013 degrees of freedom

(228 observations deleted due to missingness)

Multiple R-squared: 0.0869, Adjusted R-squared: 0.0868

F-statistic: 953 on 1 and 10013 DF, p-value: <2e-16
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The results indicate that we have 228 observations ignored due to missingness. The results

of the regression contain many useful items that we can access as if they were in a list

> objects(regress)

[1] "assign" "call" "coefficients" "df.residual"

[5] "effects" "fitted.values" "model" "na.action"

[9] "qr" "rank" "residuals" "terms"

[13] "xlevels"

> summary(regress$residuals)

Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.

-1.420 -0.559 0.268 0.000 0.370 0.479

We can save our California data in several different ways. First, we can write it to a

csv or dta file

> write.csv(Y, "CAdata.csv")

with the case for the Stata format performed analogously. We can also save our entire R

workspace using

> save.image("CAdata.Rdata")

This is more flexible that saving a simple spreadsheet (e.g., it can save lists). Lastly, to quit

R, we simply type q().
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